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Qualified corporation
Form CO-1029.8.36.RO is to be used by any qualified corporation that is claiming the tax credit for job creation in the resource regions, Vallée de l’aluminium, 
Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec for the 2012 and subsequent calendar years.

To be eligible for the credit, the corporation must meet all the following requirements:
•	 It carries on a qualified business that has an establishment in Québec.
•	 It is not exempt from income tax for the taxation year in which the calendar year covered by the form ends.
•	 It is not a Crown corporation or a wholly controlled subsidiary of a Crown corporation.
•	 It carries on a recognized business for which Investissement Québec has issued a qualification certificate for the calendar year attesting that its activities 

are related to one of the following regions:
 – the resource regions;1

 – the Vallée de l’aluminium;2 or
 – Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec.3

•	 It was eligible for the tax credit for job creation in a designated region on December 31, 2009, or began to carry on a qualified business after March 31, 
2008, in the Vallée de l’aluminium or in Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec.

•	 Neither it nor any of the corporations with which it is associated have irrevocably elected to continue receiving the tax credit for job creation in a desi-
gnated region for the taxation year in which calendar year 2010 ends.

If the corporation carries on a recognized business in the marine biotechnology, mariculture or processing of marine products sector, do not complete form 
CO-1029.8.36.RO. Instead, complete form CO-1029.8.36.RM, Crédit d’impôt pour la création d’emplois en Gaspésie et dans certaines régions maritimes du 
Québec − Biotechnologie marine, mariculture et transformation des produits de la mer (année civile 2012 et années suivantes).

Election applicable to the 2010 calendar year
The corporation and the corporations with which it is associated that were eligible for the tax credit for job creation in a designated region on December 31, 
2009, and that began to carry on a recognized business no later than March 31, 2008, could irrevocably elect to continue receiving the tax credit for the 
taxation year in which calendar year 2010 ends at one of the following rates:
•	 30% for the resource regions;
•	 30% for the Vallée de l’aluminium;
•	 40% for Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec.

In the case of the resource regions, the corporation could not claim the tax credit for job creation in the resource regions, Vallée de l’aluminium, Gaspésie and 
certain maritime regions of Québec for 2011 and subsequent calendar years or the tax credit for investment for investments made in the calendar year including 
December 31, 2010.

In the case of the Vallée de l’aluminium and Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec, the corporation could also receive the tax credit for investment 
for taxation years ending in calendar years 2011 to 2015.

If the corporation that was eligible for the tax credit for job creation in a designated region on December 31, 2009, and the corporations with which it is 
associated did not make the election applicable to calendar year 2010, they could claim the tax credit for job creation in the resource regions, Vallée de l’alu-
minium, Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec for the 2010 and subsequent calendar years. They could also claim the tax credit for investment 
for investments made in the taxation year including December 31, 2010, and in subsequent taxation years. In addition, if for a taxation year ending after 
March 13, 2008, the corporation had elected to claim the tax credit for investment rather than the tax credit for job creation in a designated region (form 
CO-1029.8.36. RV), it may, for 2010 and subsequent calendar years,
•	 claim the tax credit for job creation in the resource regions, Vallée de l’aluminium, Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec; and
•	 continue to receive the tax credit for investment for investments made before January 1, 2016.

Courtesy Translation
Corporations established in Québec are required to communicate with Revenu Québec in French.  

For this reason, Revenu Québec does not produce an English version of the forms to be used by corporations.  
However, Revenu Québec provides translations of the content of the forms for information purposes.

Tax Credit for Job Creation in the Resource Regions, Vallée de  
l’Aluminium, Gaspésie and Certain Maritime Regions of Québec

(2012 and subsequent calendar years) 
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Limit on tax assistance
There is a limit on the tax credit for job creation in the resource regions that a corporation may receive for a taxation year.

This limit is equal to the result of the following calculation: basic amount of $50,000 plus 5% of the corporation’s gross income attributable to resource 
regions for the taxation year covered by the form.

Where the corporation is associated with one or more other corporations that may be entitled during a taxation year to the tax assistance described above, those 
corporations must reach an agreement among themselves on how to allocate the base amount of $50,000. In such a case, complete form CO-1029.8.36. RP, 
Entente concernant le montant de base pour l’aide accordée dans les régions ressources.

Important

•	 Complete only one copy of form CO-1029.8.36.RO even if the corporation carries on more than one recognized business.
•	 If the corporation is associated with at least one other corporation that is eligible for the tax credit, complete form CO 1029.8.36.RQ, Entente 

concernant le crédit d’impôt pour la création d’emplois – Régions ressources, Vallée de l’aluminium, Gaspésie et certaines régions maritimes du Québec, 
and enclose it with form CO-1029.8.36.RO.

•	 You may complete form CO-1029.8.36.RO in order to claim a tax credit related to eligible assistance that the corporation repaid in its taxation year pur-
suant to a legal obligation. This may be assistance obtained during a calendar year for which the corporation claimed the tax credit for job creation in a 
designated region (form CO-1029.8.36.RV).

•	 You must enclose form CO-1029.8.36.RO with form CO-17, Déclaration de revenus des sociétés (the corporation income tax return), along with a copy of
 – any qualification certificate issued by Investissement Québec to the corporation for the calendar year in respect of a recognized business; and
 – any qualification certificate issued by Investissement Québec to the corporation for the calendar year in respect of the eligible employees4 working in 

connection with the carrying on of a recognized business.
 If for any reason you cannot enclose these documents with the corporation income tax return, you must send them to us within 12 months following the 

filing deadline for the return.5  
•	 If the corporation was required to make instalment payments for the taxation year covered by the form, the tax credit will be used to reduce the amount 

of the instalments.
•	 For more information, see sections 1029.8.36.72.82.1 to 1029.8.36.72.82.12 of the Taxation Act.

1 Information about the corporation

01a
01b
02
05

Québec enterprise number (NEQ)
Identification number File ( IC 0001 )
Name of corporation
End date of fiscal period ( Y M D )

6 Regions and sector of activity concerned 
Check the appropriate box or boxes.
1  Resource regions  2  Vallée de l’aluminium  3  Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec
4 Sector of activity:

2 Base calendar year
In order to determine the base calendar year of the qualified corporation, answer the questions below. This base calendar year will apply to all the recognized 
businesses that the corporation carries on and must be used for the duration of the tax credit, that is, until 2015.

1. In a past year, did you determine the base calendar year using form CO-1029.8.36.RO?  Yes  No

 If you checked Yes, go to Part 3 of form CO-1029.8.36.RO and enter in section 3.2 the base calendar year that you determined  
in that past year.

 If you checked No, go to the following question.

2. Did the qualified corporation begin to carry on a recognized business in Gaspésie and certain maritime regions  
of Québec or in the Vallée de l’aluminium
•	 after	December	31,	2007,	for	a	primary	processing	manufacturing	corporation	in	Gaspésie	and	certain	maritime	regions	of	Québec;
•	 after	March	31,	2008,	for	another	corporation?	  Yes  No

 If you checked Yes, go to Part 3 of form CO-1029.8.36.RO and enter in section 3.2, as the base calendar year, the calendar year  
preceding the calendar year in which the corporation began carrying on the business.

 If you checked No, go to the following question.
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3. Did the corporation and the corporations with which it is associated elect, for a taxation year ending after March 13, 2008, to claim  
the tax credit for investment or one of the tax credits for job creation in Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec or in the  
Vallée de l’aluminium at the rate of 20% rather than the tax credit for job creation in a designated region?  Yes  No

 If you checked Yes, go to Part 3 of form CO-1029.8.36.RO and enter in section 3.2, as the base calendar year, the calendar year that  
was applicable in determining the payroll increase prior to the election referred to in the above question (base calendar year indicated  
in the most recent form CO-1029.8.36.RV filed). The corporation may also elect, as the base calendar year, the calendar year  
preceding the calendar year in which it elected to receive one of the tax credits for job creation at the rate of 20%, provided
•	 it	is	eligible,	for	the	2010	or	subsequent	calendar	years,	for	one	of	the	tax	credits	for	job	creation	in	Gaspésie	and	certain	maritime	 

regions of Québec6 or in the Vallée de l’aluminium; and
•	 it	makes	this	election	for	its	taxation	year	including	December	31,	2010.

 If you checked No, go to the following question.

4. Did the corporation irrevocably elect, for its taxation year including December 31, 2010, to claim the tax credit for job creation in  
a designated region (form CO-1029.8.36.RV) at the rate of 30% for resource regions and the Vallée de l’aluminium or 40% for  
Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec?  Yes  No

 If you checked Yes, only the corporations carrying on a recognized business in Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec7  
or in the Vallée de l’aluminium are entitled to the tax credit covered by form CO-1029.8.36.RO. If this is the case, go to Part 3  
and enter 2010 as the base calendar year in section 3.2.

 If you checked No, enter in section 3.2, as the base calendar year, the calendar year that was applicable in calculating the tax credit for the 2009 
calendar year used to determine the payroll increase, or the calendar year that would have been applicable if the corporation had claimed the tax 
credit for the 2009 calendar year.

3 Payroll increase
In completing Part 3 of form CO-1029.8.36.RO, take into account all of the businesses that the qualified corporation carried on in the sectors of activity des-
cribed in its qualification certificate, both in the regions covered by the form (resource regions, Vallée de l’aluminium, Gaspésie and certain maritime regions 
of Québec) and throughout Québec.

3.1 Adjusted eligible salaries and wages and adjusted eligible amounts for the calendar year covered by the form

Calendar year covered by the form
Regions covered by the form Throughout Québec

1
All eligible sectors 

of activity

2
Sectors of activity in 
the resource regions

3
All eligible sectors 

of activity

4
Sectors of activity in 
the resource regions

20 On line 20, enter,
•	 in column 1, the salaries and wages paid to eligible employees working in the regions covered by the form;
•	 in column 2, the portion of the salaries and wages entered in column 1 that is attributable to eligible employees working in the resource 

regions;
•	 in column 3, the eligible amount corresponding to the salaries and wages paid to eligible employees working in the regions covered by the 

form and to employees working in Québec who would have been eligible employees8 if they had worked in those regions;
•	 in column 4, the portion of the eligible amount entered in column 3 that is attributable to a business carried on in the resource regions.

Salaries and wages paid to eligible employees (columns 1 and 2) and eligible amounts (columns 3 and 4)

21 Total of the amounts included in the amount on line 20 that represent directors’ fees, premiums, overtime pay, incentive bonuses, commissions9 
and taxable benefits

22 Salaries and wages paid10 to eligible employees for which the corporation is claiming another tax credit

23 Subtract lines 21 and 22 from line 20.

24 De-indexation of salaries and wages.11 If you do not have to calculate this amount, enter 0.

25 Assistance,12 benefits or advantages13 related to the amount on line 20

26 Subtract lines 24 and 25 from line 23. 
Adjusted eligible salaries and wages (A and A.1) and adjusted 
eligible amounts (B and B.1) for the calendar year covered by 
the form A A.1 B B.1
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3.2 Adjusted eligible salaries and wages and adjusted base amounts for the base calendar year
Base calendar year

If the corporation14 did not, at any time during the base calendar year, carry on a recognized business or a business that would be considered a recognized 
business in the sector of activity covered by the form, enter 0 on line 31 (columns 1 to 4). Otherwise, complete lines 27 through 31.

27 Salaries and wages paid for the base calendar year (columns 1 and 2) and base amounts15 (columns 3 and 4)

28 Total of the amounts included in the amount on line 27 that represent directors' fees, premiums, overtime pay, incentive bonuses, commissions 
and taxable benefits

29 Subtract line 28 from line 27.

30 Total of the following amounts: salaries and wages paid to eligible employees that entitle the corporation to another tax credit, and any assis-
tance, benefits or advantages related to the amount on line 27. The amounts entered on line 30 must not exceed the totals of lines 22 and 25.

31 Subtract line 30 from line 29. 
Adjusted eligible salaries and wages (C and C.1) and adjusted 
base amounts (D and D.1) for the base calendar year C C.1 D D.1

3.3 Payroll increase

34 Enter amounts A, A.1, B and B.1 in columns 1 to 4.

35 Enter amounts C, C.1, D and D.1 in columns 1 to 4.

36 Subtract line 35 from line 34. Enter negative amounts in parentheses. 
Payroll increase E E.1 F F.1

4 Payroll increase of associated corporations
Complete Part 4 of form CO-1029.8.36.RO if, at the end of the calendar year ending in its taxation year, the qualified corporation is associated with one or 
more other corporations, whether eligible or not for the tax credit covered by the form, that carry on a business in a sector of activity described in the quali-
fication certificate issued to the qualified corporation. Otherwise, go to Part 5.

Complete sections 4.1 to 4.3 of form CO-1029.8.36.RO for each associated corporation that is not eligible for the tax credit. Sections 4.1 to 4.3 provide 
space to perform calculations for only one associated corporation not eligible for the tax credit. If you require more space, attach another copy of the form for 
each additional associated corporation not eligible for the tax credit.
 
Complete section 4.4 of form CO-1029.8.36.RO for all of the associated corporations, whether eligible or not for the tax credit covered by the form. If the 
corporation is associated solely with corporations that are eligible for the tax credit, go to line 59 of section 4.4.

4.1 Adjusted salaries and wages paid for the calendar year covered by the form
Calendar year covered by the form
Name of corporation not eligible for the tax credit:

1
Activities of the 

same type as those 
of a recognized 

business

2
Activities of the 

same type as those 
carried on in the 
resource regions

40 On line 40, enter,
•	 in column 1, the salaries and wages paid16 to employees who worked in Québec, in the resource regions, in the Vallée de l’aluminium, in 

Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec, or elsewhere, and would have been (or would have been considered) eligible employees 
if the corporation had carried on a business in a sector of activity described in the qualification certificate issued to the qualified corporation, 
for the calendar year covered by the form;

•	 in column 2, the portion of the salaries and wages paid (entered in column 1) that is attributable to the employees of a business whose 
activities are of the same type as those carried on in the resource regions.

Salaries and wages paid

41 Total of the amounts included on line 40 that represent directors’ fees, premiums, overtime pay, incentive bonuses, commissions17 and taxable 
benefits

42 Salaries and wages paid18 to eligible employees for which the corporation is claiming another tax credit

43 Subtract lines 41 and 42 from line 40.

44 De-indexation of salaries and wages.19 If you do not have to calculate this amount, enter 0.

45 Assistance,20 benefits or advantages21 related to the amount on line 40

46 Subtract lines 44 and 45 from line 43. 
Adjusted salaries and wages paid for the calendar year covered by the form J K
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Base calendar year

47 Salaries and wages paid22 during the base calendar year. If the corporation did not at any time carry on a business that could be considered a 
recognized business, enter 0 in columns 1 and 2.

48 Total of the amounts included on line 47 that represent directors' fees, premiums, overtime pay, incentive bonuses, commissions and taxable 
benefits

49 Subtract line 48 from line 47.

50 Total of the following amounts: salaries and wages paid to eligible employees for which the corporation is claiming another tax credit, and 
any assistance, benefits or advantages related to the amount on line 47. The amounts entered on line 50 must not exceed the totals of lines 
42 and 45.

51 Subtract line 50 from line 49. 
Adjusted salaries and wages for the base calendar year L M

4.3 Payroll increase of a corporation not eligible for the tax credit

55 Enter amounts J and K in columns 1 and 2.

56 Enter amounts L and M in columns 1 and 2.

57 Subtract line 56 from line 55. Enter negative amounts in parentheses. 
Payroll increase of a corporation not eligible for the tax credit P R

4.4 Payroll increase of the associated corporations 
Enter the amounts claimed on lines 58 and 59. Take into account the calculations performed on all the copies of form CO-1029.8.36. RO. Enter negative 
amounts in parentheses.

58 On line 58, enter,
•	 in column 1, the sum of amounts P;
•	 in column 2, the sum of amounts R.

59 If the corporation is associated with other corporations that are eligible for the tax credit, enter amounts C and D calculated on line 10 of 
form CO-1029.8.36.RQ. Otherwise, enter amounts F and F.1 calculated on line 36 of form CO-1029.8.36.RO.

60 Add lines 58 and 59. 
Payroll increase of the associated corporations T T.1

5 Tax credit for job creation in the resource regions, Vallée de l’aluminium, Gaspésie and certain  
 maritime regions of Québec

5.1 Tax credit for job creation in the resource regions that may be claimed for the year
1

All regions covered 
by the form

2
Resource 
regions

65 On line 65, enter,
•	 in column 1, amount E or amount F, whichever is lower;
•	 in column 2, amount E.1 or amount F.1, whichever is lower.
For any amount that is negative, enter 0.

If the corporation for which form CO-1029.8.36.RO is being completed is associated with other corporations at the end of the calendar year ending in its 
taxation year and the associated corporations carry on a business in a sector of activity described in the qualification certificate issued to the corporation 
claiming the tax credit, complete lines 66 through 70. Otherwise, carry the amounts from line 65 to line 70.

Corporation associated with other corporations

66 Enter amounts T and T.1 from section 4.4. For any amount that is negative, enter 0.

67 Enter the amounts from line 65 or line 66, whichever are lower.

68 On line 68, enter,
•	 in column 1, the portion of amount X allocated to the corporation in Part 3 of form CO-1029.8.36.RQ, if applicable;
•	 in column 2, the portion of amount Y allocated to the corporation in Part 3 of form CO-1029.8.36.RQ, if applicable.

69 If you entered amounts on line 68, enter on line 69 the amounts from line 67 or line 68, whichever are lower. Otherwise, enter the amounts 
from line 67.

70 If you entered amounts on line 69, carry them to line 70. Otherwise, enter the amounts from line 65. G H

71 Enter amount G or amount H, whichever is lower.

72 Applicable rate23 %
73 Multiply line 71 by line 72. 

Tax credit for job creation in the resource regions that may be claimed for the year
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5.2 Tax credit for job creation in the resource regions related to an eligible repayment of assistance

71 Amount of the eligible repayment of assistance attributable to the carrying on of a business in the resource regions (amount from line 123)

72 Applicable rate24 %
73 Multiply line 74 by line 75. 

Tax credit for job creation in the resource regions related to an eligible repayment of assistance

5.3 Tax credit for job creation in the resource regions

5.3.1 Limit on tax assistance

Basic amount
Enter $50,000 on line 86 or, if the corporation is associated with other qualified corporations, the portion of the basic amount of $50,000 allocated to the 
corporation in Part 2 of form CO-1029.8.36.RP.

86 Basic amount or portion 
  of the basic amount x 87 Number of days  

in the taxation year ÷ 88 365 89 Basic amount

90 Gross income attributable to the resource regions25

91 Applicable rate 5%
92 Multiply line 90 by 5%.

93 Add lines 89 and 92.  Limit on tax assistance

5.3.2 Tax credit

94 Enter the amount from line 73 or line 93, whichever is lower.

95 Amount from line 76

101 Add lines 94 and 95. Carry the result to one of lines 440p through 440y of form CO-17, Déclaration de revenus des sociétés. Be sure to enter 
code 88 in the appropriate box.
Tax credit for job creation in the resource regions

5.4 Tax credit for job creation in the Vallée de l’aluminium or in Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec

102 Amount G

103 Amount from line 71

104 Subtract line 103 from line 102. If the result is negative, enter 0.

105 Amount of the eligible repayment of assistance attributable to the carrying on of a business in the Vallée de l’aluminium or in Gaspésie and certain 
maritime regions of Québec (amount from line 127)

106 Add lines 104 and 105.

107 Applicable rate26 %
108 Multiply line 106 by line 107. Carry the result to one of lines 440p through 440y of form CO-17, Déclaration de revenus des sociétés. Be sure to 

enter, in the appropriate box,
•	 code 83 if the corporation is claiming the tax credit for job creation in the Vallée de l’aluminium; or
•	 code 84 if the corporation is claiming the tax credit for job creation in Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec.

Tax credit for job creation in the Vallée de l’aluminium or in Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec
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6 Eligible repayment of assistance
Complete Part 6 of form CO-1029.8.36.RO if, during its taxation year and pursuant to a legal obligation, the corporation (or an associated corporation) paid 
an amount that can be considered a repayment of government or non-government assistance. The assistance must have reduced the amount of the payroll 
used to calculate the corporation’s tax credit for a calendar year prior to the calendar year ending in the corporation’s taxation year.

Where a repayment of assistance made in a corporation’s taxation year concerns more than one calendar year, enter the total of the amounts received and 
the amounts repaid for each of those calendar years.

To determine the amount of the eligible repayment of assistance (column 4), recalculate the payroll increase for the calendar year in which the assistance was 
granted. Take into account the amount of assistance repaid in the calendar year ending in the taxation year.

Regions covered by the form 1
Calendar year in which the 

amount of assistance was taken 
into account

2
Amount of assistance received 

in the calendar year for which it 
was taken into account

3
Amount of assistance repaid in 
the calendar year covered by 

the form

4
Amount of the eligible 

repayment of assistance 
for the taxation year27

120 Resource regions

121 Resource regions

122 Resource regions

123 Add lines 120 through 122. Carry the result to line 74.

124 Vallée de l’aluminium, Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec

125 Vallée de l’aluminium, Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec

126 Vallée de l’aluminium, Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec

127 Add lines 124 through 126. Carry the result to line 105.

Special tax
In a future taxation year, you may realize that the corporation should not have received all or part of this tax credit. In such a case, the corporation will have 
to pay a special tax in order to repay the amount overpaid. When completing form CO-17, Déclaration de revenus des sociétés, for that year, enter the amount 
and code 65 in the appropriate spaces. For more information, refer to sections 1129.45.3.30.1 to 1129.45.3.30.5 of the Taxation Act.
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1. The expression “resource regions” refers to the remote resource regions and the other resource regions.

 The remote resource regions are
•	 the	eastern	part	of	the	Bas-Saint-Laurent	administrative	region	(region	01)	comprising	the	RCMs	of	La	Matapédia,	La	Matanie	and	La	Mitis;
•	 the	RCMs	of	Maria-Chapdelaine,	Le	Fjord-du-Saguenay	and	Le	Domaine-du-Roy	in	the	Saguenay	–	Lac-Saint-Jean	administrative	region	(region	02);
•	 the	RCM	of	Mékinac,	the	urban	agglomeration	of	La	Tuque	and	the	city	of	Shawinigan	in	the	Mauricie	administrative	region	(region	04);
•	 the	RCMs	of	La	Vallée-de-la-Gatineau	and	Pontiac	in	the	Outaouais	administrative	region	(region	07);
•	 the	Abitibi-Témiscamingue	administrative	region	(region	08);
•	 the	Côte-Nord	administrative	region	(region	09);
•	 the	Nord-du-Québec	administrative	region	(region	10);
•	 the	RCM	of	Antoine-Labelle	in	the	Laurentides	administrative	region	(region	15).

 The other resource regions are
•	 the	western	part	of	the	Bas-Saint-Laurent	administrative	region	(region	01)	comprising	the	RCMs	of	Rivière-du-Loup,	Rimouski-Neigette,	Témis-

couata, Kamouraska and Les Basques;
•	 the	RCM	of	Lac-Saint-Jean-Est	and	the	city	of	Saguenay	in	the	Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean	administrative	region	(region	02);
•	 the	RCMs	of	Maskinongé	and	Les	Chenaux	and	the	city	of	Trois-Rivières	in	the	Mauricie	administrative	region	(region	04).

2. The expression “Vallée de l’aluminium” refers to the Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean administrative region (region 02).

3. The expression “Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec” refers to
•	 the	Gaspésie	–	Îles-de-la-Madeleine	administrative	region	(region	11)	for	activities	carried	on	in	the	maritime	and	wind-energy	resources	sectors	

and in the manufacturing sector (primary, secondary and tertiary processing);
•	 the	Bas-Saint-Laurent	and	Côte-Nord	administrative	regions	(regions	01	and	10	respectively)	for	activities	involving	the	manufacturing	and	proces-

sing of finished or semi-finished products made from peat or slate;
•	 the	RCM	of	La	Matanie	in	the	Bas-Saint-Laurent	administrative	region	(region	01)	for	activities	carried	on	in	the	wind-energy	resources	sector.

4. The expression “eligible employee” refers to an employee who reports to work at an establishment of the corporation which is located in a designated 
region and for which Investissement Québec issued a qualification certificate attesting that he or she is an eligible employee of the corporation for a 
pay period that ended in the calendar year.

5. If the corporation receives a qualification certificate after the expiry of the 12-month period, it may still be eligible for the tax credit, provided the 
application for the certificate was filed before the expiry of the 12-month period. In such a case, contact us.

6. The corporation is not eligible for the tax credit for job creation in Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec if it carries on activities in the 
Côte-Nord or Bas-Saint-Laurent administrative region and those activities are the manufacturing and processing of finished or semi-finished products 
made from peat or slate.

7. See note 6.

8. These employees must spend, while on the job, at least 75% of their time undertaking, supervising or supporting work directly related to activities 
described in the qualification certificate issued to the corporation in respect of its recognized business.

9. Do not include the incentive bonuses and commissions related to the commercialization of products or services.

10. If the salary or wages paid to an employee for a taxation year may give entitlement to more than one tax credit, you must take into account the 
restrictions applicable to the accumulation of tax credits. Also, if you use only a portion of a salary or wages to claim a tax credit, you may, on certain 
conditions, use another portion to claim another tax credit. For more information, refer to sections 1029.6.0.1 and 1029.6.0.1.2.1 to 1029.6.0.1.2.4 
of the Taxation Act.

11. You must calculate the amount of the de-indexation of salaries and wages if the corporation is claiming the tax credit for job creation in the resource 
regions.

 To do so, multiply the amounts on line 23 (columns 1 to 4) by the applicable rate in the table below. Do not take into account salaries and wages paid 
that are attributable to eligible employees working in the Vallée de l’aluminium and in Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec:

Calendar years Rates

2012 10%

2013 12%

2014 14%

2015 16%
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12. “Assistance” refers to both government and non-government assistance that the corporation received, is entitled to receive or may reasonably expect 
to receive within six months after the end of the taxation year covered by the form. The term does not pertain to amounts received and repaid in the 
taxation year covered by the claim. The terms “government assistance” and “non-government assistance” are defined in section 1029.6.0.0.1 of the 
Taxation Act.

13. “Benefit” or “advantage” refers to any benefit or advantage that a person or partnership obtained, is entitled to obtain or may reasonably expect to 
obtain within six months after the end of the taxation year covered by the form. Amounts received and repaid in the taxation year covered by the claim 
do not constitute benefits or advantages. A benefit or advantage may be a reimbursement, compensation or guarantee, or the proceeds of disposition 
of property that exceed the fair market value of the property disposed of. It may also be granted in any other form or manner.

14. Except a corporation resulting from an amalgamation.

15. Salaries and wages for the base calendar year are the salaries and wages that the corporation paid to employees for a pay period that ended within its 
base calendar year and during which the employees were eligible employees.

 The expression “base amount” refers to
•	 an	amount	equal	to	zero,	in	the	case	of	a	corporation	that,	at	no	time	in	its	base	calendar	year,	carried	on	a	business	in	Québec	in	the	sectors	of	

activity described in the qualification certificate issued to it for its recognized business (this does not concern a corporation resulting from an amal-
gamation); or

•	 in	all	other	cases,	the	aggregate	of	the	amounts	representing	the	salary	or	wages	of	an	employee	for	a	pay	period	that	ended	within	the	corpora-
tion’s base reference year, where the employee reports for work at an establishment of the corporation located in Québec but outside an eligible 
region. The employee must spend, while on the job, at least 75% of his or her time undertaking, supervising or supporting work directly related to 
activities described in the qualification certificate issued to the corporation in respect of its recognized business.

16. The amount to be included in column 1 corresponds to the aggregate of the salaries and wages that the corporation paid, for a pay period that ended 
within the base reference year covered by the form, to employees who meet the following conditions:
•	 they	report	for	work	at	an	establishment	of	the	corporation	located	in	Québec;	and
•	 while	on	the	job,	they	devote	at	least	75%	of	their	time	undertaking,	supervising	or	supporting	work	directly	related	to	activities	described	in	the	

qualification certificate issued to the qualified corporation in respect of its recognized business.

17. See note 9.

18. See note 10.

19. You must calculate the amount of the de-indexation of salaries and wages if the corporation is claiming the tax credit for job creation in the resource 
regions.

 To do so, multiply the amounts on line 43 by the applicable rate in the table in note 11. Do not take into account salaries and wages paid that are 
attributable to eligible employees working in the Vallée de l’aluminium or in Gaspésie and certain maritime regions of Québec.

20. See note 12.

21. See note 13.

22. The amounts to be included on this line correspond to the aggregate of the salaries and wages that the corporation paid, for a pay period that ended 
within its base calendar year, to employees who meet the following conditions:
•	 they	report	for	work	at	an	establishment	of	the	corporation	located	in	Québec;	and
•	 while	on	the	job,	they	devote	at	least	75%	of	their	time	undertaking,	supervising	or	supporting	work	directly	related	to	activities	described	in	the	

qualification certificate issued to the qualified corporation in respect of its recognized business.

23. Enter the applicable rate from the following table:

Calendar year Rate

Remote resource regions 2012 and 2013 10%

2014 9%

2015 8%

Other resource regions 2012 10%

24. See note 23.
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25. “Gross income attributable to the resource regions” for a taxation year refers to the amount obtained by applying the following formula:

Gross income of the corporation
for the taxation year

x Salaries and wages paid in the taxation year to employees 
of an establishment of the corporation located in a resource 

region	or	in	the	Gaspésie	–	Îles-de-la-Madeleine	region

Salaries and wages paid to employees of the corporation  
in the taxation year

 

 Where 90% or more of the salaries and wages paid by the corporation for a taxation year is attributable to employees who work at an establishment 
of	the	corporation	located	in	a	resource	region	or	in	the	Gaspésie–Îles-de-la-Madeleine	region,	all	of	the	corporation’s	gross	income	for	that	taxation	
year	is	deemed	to	be	gross	income	attributable	to	the	resource	regions	and	the	Gaspésie–Îles-de-la-Madeleine	region.	

26. Enter the applicable rate from the following table:

Calendar year Rate

2012 and 2013 20%

2014 18%

2015 16%

27. This amount does not necessarily correspond to the amount of assistance repaid in the calendar year covered by the form (amount in column 3).


